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Wings of Ebony
"A Blade So Black is the fantasy book I've been waiting for
my whole life." —Angie Thomas, #1 New York Timesbestselling author of The Hate U Give For fans of Marissa
Meyer, L.L. McKinney's A Blade So Black delivers an
irresistible urban fantasy retelling of Alice in Wonderland but
it's not the Wonderland you remember. The first time the
Nightmares came, it nearly cost Alice her life. Now she's
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fighting skills. Yet even warriors have a curfew. Life in realworld Atlanta isn't always so simple, as Alice juggles an
overprotective mom, a high-maintenance best friend, and a
slipping GPA. Keeping the Nightmares at bay is turning into a
full-time job. But when Alice's handsome and mysterious
mentor is poisoned, she has to find the antidote by venturing
deeper into Wonderland than she’s ever gone before. And
she'll need to use everything she's learned in both worlds to
keep from losing her head literally. Debut author L.L.
McKinney delivers an action-packed twist on an old classic,
full of romance and otherworldly intrigue. And don't miss the
thrilling sequel, A Dream So Dark! An Imprint Book "Mixing
elements of Alice in Wonderland and Buffy the Vampire
Slayer Delectable." —Entertainment Weekly

Cassandra Speaks
Lessons from bossy, caring, fearless, vulnerable, relentless,
forgiving, smart, humble women at the top show readers how
to fuel strengths, how to be fierce and feminine leaders, and
how to nurture their authentic selves. Women need to know
it’s okay to be kind and assertive. Between Grit and Grace
will show you that success comes when you are comfortable
living in the space between grit and grace—grit meaning being
resilient and taking charge of your life (socially-acceptable
masculine attributes), and grace meaning showing others
mercy (socially-acceptable feminine trait). Author Sasha
Shillcutt, MD, a nationally lauded, award-winning physician
and speaker, will explain how to give yourself permission to
disappoint nice people (and know that you are still a nice
person anyway). You’ll learn how to stop apologizing for
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herself how to be a gritty, grace-filled leader and live
authentically. Now, she wants to help other women be brave
enough to do the same. Her passion is empowering and
encouraging women to be brave enough in their professional
and personal lives. She believes women cannot be too brave,
too kind, too strong, too smart, too funny, too beautiful, or too
authentic. Using real-life stories—ranging from women in law
and medicine to women in education—the book explains how
women can be feminine and formidable. Leadership and
lipstick are not mutually exclusive. You’ll realize you can be
bossy and caring, fearless and vulnerable, relentless and
forgiving, smart and humble—and make it to the top. Across
the space of ten chapters, you’ll learn how to navigate the
forces that have shaped the modern workplace while doing so
with grit and grace. When a woman lives authentically—she
succeeds.

Black Brave Beautiful
In her first collection of graphic essays, Miriam Libicki
investigates what it means globally and culturally to be
Jewish, dating from her time in the Israeli military to her
tenure as an art professor. Toward a Hot Jew is a new high
watermark in autobiographical comics and shows Miriam
Libicki as a powerful witness to history in the tradition of
Martjane Satrapi and Joe Sacco.

Guerrilla Kindness & Other Acts of Creative
Resistance
The actress, comedian, and podcaster extraordinaire's guide
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know that they are #verybrave, because apparently existing in
a fat body in public is #brave. I, Nicole Byer, wrote this book
to 1. share my impressive bikini collection and my hot body
with the world and 2. help other people feel #brave by
embracing their body as it is. In this book, I share my journey
to becoming #brave, give you my hot tips and tricks—on how
to find the perfect bikini, how to find your own #bravery, and
how to handle haters—and serve you over 100 bikini looks.

On Being Human
An instant bestseller! By #1 New York Times bestselling
author Holly Black, the first book in a stunning new series
about a mortal girl who finds herself caught in a web of royal
faerie intrigue. Of course I want to be like them. They're
beautiful as blades forged in some divine fire. They will live
forever. And Cardan is even more beautiful than the rest. I
hate him more than all the others. I hate him so much that
sometimes when I look at him, I can hardly breathe. Jude was
seven years old when her parents were murdered and she
and her two sisters were stolen away to live in the
treacherous High Court of Faerie. Ten years later, Jude wants
nothing more than to belong there, despite her mortality. But
many of the fey despise humans. Especially Prince Cardan,
the youngest and wickedest son of the High King. To win a
place at the Court, she must defy him--and face the
consequences. In doing so, she becomes embroiled in palace
intrigues and deceptions, discovering her own capacity for
bloodshed. But as civil war threatens to drown the Courts of
Faerie in violence, Jude will need to risk her life in a
dangerous alliance to save her sisters, and Faerie itself.
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In book three of the Curse Workers series, “the perfect end to
this gem of a trilogy” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review), trust is
a priceless commodity and the lines between right and wrong
become dangerously blurred. Cassel Sharpe knows he’s
been used as an assassin, but he’s trying to put all that
behind him. He’s trying to be good, even though he grew up
in a family of con artists and cheating comes as easily as
breathing to him. He’s trying to do the right thing. And he’s
trying to convince himself that working for the government is
the right choice, even though he’s been raised to believe they
are the enemy of all curse workers. But with a mother on the
lam, the girl he loves about to take her place in the Mob, and
all new secrets coming to light, what’s right and what’s wrong
become increasingly hard to tell apart. When the Feds ask
him to do the one thing he said he would never do again, he
starts to wonder if they really are the good guys, or if it’s all a
con. And if it is, Cassel may have to make his biggest gamble
yet—on love. Love is dangerous and trust is priceless in Holly
Black’s “powerful, edgy, dark” fantasy series (Publishers
Weekly).

The Black Coats
A “raw and honest” (Los Angeles Review of Books) memoir
from the first Native American Poet Laureate of the United
States. In this transcendent memoir, grounded in tribal myth
and ancestry, music and poetry, Joy Harjo details her journey
to becoming a poet. Born in Oklahoma, the end place of the
Trail of Tears, Harjo grew up learning to dodge an abusive
stepfather by finding shelter in her imagination, a deep
spiritual life, and connection with the natural world. Narrating
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Unashamed
Presents a chronicle in verse of the life of Bessie Coleman,
the first African-American aviator, who dreamed of flying as a
child in the cotton fields of Texas and persevered until she
made that dream come true. Reprint.

Badass: Making Users Awesome
A New York Times bestseller! "Has everything you'd want in a
retelling of a classic fairy tale." - Jodi Picoult, New York Times
bestselling author of A Spark of Light and Small Great Things
"Absolutely spellbinding." - Stephanie Garber, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of Caraval and Legendary In a lush,
contemporary fantasy retelling of Beauty and the Beast,
Brigid Kemmerer gives readers another compulsively
readable romance perfect for fans of Marissa Meyer. Fall in
love, break the curse. It once seemed so easy to Prince
Rhen, the heir to Emberfall. Cursed by a powerful
enchantress to repeat the autumn of his eighteenth year over
and over, he knew he could be saved if a girl fell for him. But
that was before he learned that at the end of each autumn, he
would turn into a vicious beast hell-bent on destruction. That
was before he destroyed his castle, his family, and every last
shred of hope. Nothing has ever been easy for Harper. With
her father long gone, her mother dying, and her brother barely
holding their family together while constantly underestimating
her because of her cerebral palsy, she learned to be tough
enough to survive. But when she tries to save someone else
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kingdom. A prince? A monster? A curse? Harper doesn't
know where she is or what to believe. But as she spends time
with Rhen in this enchanted land, she begins to understand
what's at stake. And as Rhen realizes Harper is not just
another girl to charm, his hope comes flooding back. But
powerful forces are standing against Emberfall . . . and it will
take more than a broken curse to save Harper, Rhen, and his
people from utter ruin.

Between Grit and Grace
An inspirational memoir about how Jennifer Pastiloff's years
of waitressing taught her to seek out unexpected beauty, how
hearing loss taught her to listen fiercely, how being vulnerable
allowed her to find love, and how imperfections can lead to a
life full of wild happiness. Centered around the touchstone
stories Jen tells in her popular workshops, On Being Human
is the story of how a starved person grew into the exuberant
woman she was meant to be all along by battling the demons
within and winning. Jen did not intend to become a yoga
teacher, but when she was given the opportunity to host her
own retreats, she left her thirteen-year waitressing job and
said “yes,” despite crippling fears of her inexperience and her
own potential. After years of feeling depressed, anxious, and
hopeless, in a life that seemed to have no escape, she
healed her own heart by caring for others. She has learned to
fiercely listen despite being nearly deaf, to banish shame
attached to a body mass index, and to rebuild a family after
the debilitating loss of her father when she was eight.
Through her journey, Jen conveys the experience most of us
are missing in our lives: being heard and being told, “I got
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darkness and doubt. Her complicated yet imperfectly perfect
life path is an inspiration to live outside the box and to reject
the all-too-common belief of “I am not enough.” Jen will help
readers find, accept, and embrace their own vulnerability,
bravery, and humanness.

Brainwashed
Nineteen-year-old Nayeli works at a taco shop in her Mexican
village and dreams about her father, who journeyed to the US
to find work. Recently, it has dawned on her that he isn't the
only man who has left town. In fact, there are almost no men
in the village--they've all gone north. While watching The
Magnificent Seven, Nayeli decides to go north herself and
recruit seven men--her own "Siete Magníficos"--to repopulate
her hometown and protect it from the bandidos who plan on
taking it over. Filled with unforgettable characters and prose
as radiant as the Sinaloan sun, INTO THE BEAUTIFUL
NORTH is the story of an irresistible young woman's quest to
find herself on both sides of the fence.

All That Glitters
"Propulsive and intricate, Greta Kelly has constructed a world
of twisting politics and thrilling magic following a heroine who
is both clever and uncompromising, but ultimately, has heart.
A stellar read that I thoroughly enjoyed." -- Emily Duncan,
New York Times bestselling author of Wicked Saints A
princess with a powerful and dangerous secret must find a
way to save her country from ruthless invaders in this exciting
debut fantasy, the first novel in a thrilling duology packed with
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people. But her realm is facing a threat she cannot defeat by
sheer will alone. The mad emperor of the Roven Empire has
unleashed a horde of invading soldiers to enslave her lands.
For months, her warriors have waged a valiant, stealth battle,
yet they cannot stop the enemy’s advancement. Running out
of time, she sets sail for sun-drenched Vishir, the neighboring
land to the south, to seek help from its ruler, Emperor
Armaan. A young woman raised in army camps, Askia is illequipped to navigate Vishir’s labyrinthine political games. Her
every move sinks her deeper into court intrigues which
bewilder and repel her, leaving her vulnerable not only to
enemies gathering at Vishir's gates, but to those behind the
palace walls. And in this glittering court, where secrets are
worth more than gold, Askia fears that one false step will
expose her true nature. For Askia is a witch gifted with
magical abilities—knowledge that could destroy not only her
life but her people. As her adversaries draw closer, Askia is
forced to make an impossible choice—and no matter what she
decides, it may not be enough to prevent Seravesh’s fall.

Crazy Brave: A Memoir
Provides advice for young African American women on skin
care, makeup, hairstyling, diet and exercise, and other beauty
secrets.

When Chickenheads Come Home to Roost
ROSES ARE RED, VIOLETS ARE BLUE. IF YOU HURT US,
WE’RE COMING FOR YOU. Moxie meets Female of the
Species in this powerful, thrilling, and deeply resonant novel
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exacting vengeance on men who have hurt girls and women
for years. The killer of Thea's cousin went free, and Thea has
just received an invitation to join the Black Coats'
balancings—acts of revenge meant to teach a lesson. Justice
for Natalie has never felt so close. But as the balancings
escalate in brutality, Thea’s clear-cut mission begins to
unravel and she must decide just how far she is willing to go
for justice. Because when the line between justice and
revenge is paper thin, it’s hard not to get cut.

Bae Black and Educated
National Best Seller From the best-selling author of Wild, a
collection of quotes--drawn from the wide range of her
writings--that capture her wisdom, courage, and outspoken
humor, presented in a gift-sized package that's as irresistible
to give as it is to receive. Around the world, thousands of
people have found inspiration in the words of Cheryl Strayed,
who in her three prior books and in her "Dear Sugar" columns
has shared the twists and trials of her remarkable life. Her
honesty, spirit, and ample supply of tough love have enabled
many of us, even in the darkest hours, to somehow put one
foot in front of the other--and be brave enough. This book
gathers, each on a single page, more than 100 of Strayed's
indelible quotes and thoughts--"mini instruction manuals for
the soul" that urge us toward the incredible capacity for love,
compassion, forgiveness, and endurance that is within us all.
Be brave enough to break your own heart. You can't ride to
the fair unless you get on the pony. Keep walking.
Acceptance is a small, quiet room. Romantic love is not a
competitive sport. Forward is the direction of real life. Ask
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In New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jay
Crownover’s third novel in her sexy, thrilling Welcome to the
Point series, a woman’s search for repentance leads her to
the one man from her past she can’t forget as they join forces
to save their city—and the explosive love neither can live
without. Titus King sees the world in black and white. Right
and wrong. Which is why as a teenager he left behind the
only family he’d ever known to make a better life for himself.
Now a police detective in one of the worst cities in the
country, he can’t deny his life has turned into a million
different shades of gray. The new criminal element in The
Point has brought vengeance and destruction right to Titus’s
front door, and the difference between right and wrong is
nothing compared to keeping those he loves alive. To add to
his already strained moral compass, the beautiful and
mysterious Reeve Black has made her way back to town, and
she might be as dangerous to Titus as the guy trying to
destroy the Point because he needs her—in more ways than
one. Reeve knows all about how ruthless this new threat to
destroy The Point can be… and instead of running away, she
wants to help. She has a lot to repent for and saving the city,
plus the hot cop that she hasn’t been able to forget might just
be the only way she can finally find some inner peace. With
an entire city poised on the brink of war, Titus and Reeve
stand in the crossfire—and it will take two brave souls to fight
for the ultimate love.

Toward a Hot Jew
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happens to be the most powerful person onthe planet. In the
aftermath of the world learning that only black people
havesuperpowers, Eli makes her debut as the superhero
Good Girl, on a mission tohelp people and quell the fear of
empowered blacks. When a super-terroristthreatens to take
away everything Eli has worked toward, will donning apatriotic
costume be enough for her to findacceptance? America's
Sweetheart expands BLACK intoa universe of heroes.

Burn
Sliver of Stone magazine presents its first volume of collected
nonfiction. From the mouth of a Seattle whale to a
Nordstrom's swimsuit department, from an Idaho
fundamentalist church to a fathomless Florida lake, the fifteen
stories in ALL THAT GLITTERS recount lives and identities
unsettled by impending doom. Also included are four
remarkable interviews with award-winning nonfiction writers,
including Susan Orlean, author of The Orchid Thief and Rin
Tin Tin."Fresh, fierce, and enlightening, All That Glitters is a
find. The talented nonfiction writers in this collection invite us
along on the complicated, sometimes scary, but irresistible
pursuit of truth." (Lynne Barrett, author of Magpies and The
Secret Names of Women)

Born Beautiful
# 1 Best Seller in Crafts & Hobbies, Stenciling - Resistance
Crafts Craftivism can be your voice of resistance: Craftivism
is a non-threatening form of activism that gives people a voice
when they feel voiceless and power where they feel
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the first-ever tutorial book on craftivism. In Guerilla Kindness:
artist, scholar, activist, and YouTube art teacher Sayraphim
Lothian gives you an introduction to the art of craftivism, and
provides a brief history of creative resistance. This master
craftivist shows you how to make and use various crafts for
political and protest purposes including: Embroidery Cross
stitch Knitting Stenciling Decoupage Stamping and much
more Join us in the Craftivism movement: Craftivism is a
growing worldwide movement in which hand crafted works
are being used to highlight political issues, creatively engage
in activism, and encourage change in the world. Craftivists
employ their works to open a space for people to be
introduced to issues and to broaden the discussion
surrounding them. While it might seem that this most colorful
movement began recently, creative resistance has been with
us for centuries around the globe, and craftivism and makers
stating their mind through the medium of art is here to stay.

A Blade So Black
In this special anthology, meet seven real and phenomenal
women - who are inspiring the world with their true stories of
strength, faith, resilience, and courage. Each woman is giving
you and the world the gift of their unique story and powerful
message. They have a life mission to share their journey in
life. Immerse yourself in how they were able to conquer their
fears, challenges, embrace their unique gifts and soul
purpose, and manifest an extraordinary life that they love.
Their mission: to inspire you more to do the same! This
anthology is not your ordinary book. We made it extra special
by including journal and planner pages for you to use. Write
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an instrument so you can become a better, if not the best
version of yourself 100% of the time. You are deserving of all
the abundance life has to offer! You are Strong, Brave,
Beautiful! You are an inspiration!

Niobe: She Is Life #3
Note for ebook customers: The design and layout of this book
play a key role in conveying the author's message. When
creating the ebooks, we've tried to keep the look and feel of
the print edition, but this means that not all e-reading devices
will support the files. The EPUB format is optimized for iPad.
The Mobi files are optimized for Kindle Fire tablets and
phones and for Kindle reading apps. Imagine you’re in a
game with one objective: a bestselling product or service. The
rules? No marketing budget, no PR stunts, and it must be
sustainably successful. No short-term fads. This is not a
game of chance. It is a game of skill and strategy. And it
begins with a single question: given competing products of
equal pricing, promotion, and perceived quality, why does one
outsell the others? The answer doesn’t live in the sustainably
successful products or services. The answer lives in those
who use them. Our goal is to craft a strategy for creating
successful users. And that strategy is full of surprising,
counter-intuitive, and astonishingly simple techniques that
don’t depend on a massive marketing or development
budget. Techniques typically overlooked by even the most
well-funded, well-staffed product teams. Every role is a key
player in this game. Product development, engineering,
marketing, user experience, support—everyone on the team.
Even if that team is a start-up of one. Armed with a
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successful products and services that rely not on unethical
persuasive marketing tricks but on helping our users have
deeper, richer experiences. Not just in the moments while
they’re using our product but, more importantly, in the
moments when they aren’t.

Daring Greatly
"Ever since she was little, Leah Vernon was told what to
believe and how to act. There wasn't any room for
imperfection. Good Muslim girls listened more than they
spoke. They didn't have a missing father or a mother with
mental illness. They didn't have fat bodies or grow up wishing
they could be like the white characters they saw on TV. They
didn't have husbands who abused and cheated on them.
They certainly didn't have secret abortions. In Unashamed,
Vernon takes to task the myth of the perfect Muslim woman
with frank dispatches on her love-hate relationship with her
hijab and her faith, race, weight, mental illness, domestic
violence, sexuality, the millennial world of dating, and the
process of finding her voice. She opens up about her
tumultuous adolescence living at the poverty line with her
fiercely loving but troubled mother, her deadbeat dad, and her
siblings, and the violent dissolution of her 10-year marriage.
Tired of the constant policing of her clothing in the name of
Islam and Western beauty standards, Vernon reflects on her
experiences with hustling paycheck to paycheck, bodyshaming, and redefining what it means to be a "good"
Muslim"--

Notebook
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The Frozen Crown
Her story begins on a train. The year is 1956, and the Axis
powers of the Third Reich and Imperial Japan rule. To
commemorate their Great Victory, they host the Axis Tour: an
annual motorcycle race across their conjoined continents.
The prize? An audience with the highly reclusive Adolf Hitler
at the Victor's ball in Tokyo. Yael, a former death camp
prisoner, has witnessed too much suffering, and the five
wolves tattooed on her arm are a constant reminder of the
loved ones she lost. The resistance has given Yael one goal:
Win the race and kill Hitler. A survivor of painful human
experimentation, Yael has the power to skinshift and must
complete her mission by impersonating last year's only
female racer, Adele Wolfe. This deception becomes more
difficult when Felix, Adele's twin brother, and Luka, her former
love interest, enter the race and watch Yael's every move.
But as Yael grows closer to the other competitors, can she be
as ruthless as she needs to be to avoid discovery and stay
true to her mission? From the author of The Walled City
comes a fast-paced and innovative novel that will leave you
breathless.

Orange Is the New Black
NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES • #1 NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER With a career, a boyfriend, and a
loving family, Piper Kerman barely resembles the reckless
young woman who delivered a suitcase of drug money ten
years before. But that past has caught up with her. Convicted
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Smith College alumna is now inmate #11187–424—one of the
millions of people who disappear “down the rabbit hole” of the
American penal system. From her first strip search to her final
release, Kerman learns to navigate this strange world with its
strictly enforced codes of behavior and arbitrary rules. She
meets women from all walks of life, who surprise her with
small tokens of generosity, hard words of wisdom, and simple
acts of acceptance. Heartbreaking, hilarious, and at times
enraging, Kerman’s story offers a rare look into the lives of
women in prison—why it is we lock so many away and what
happens to them when they’re there. Praise for Orange Is the
New Black “Fascinating . . . The true subject of this
unforgettable book is female bonding and the ties that even
bars can’t unbind.”—People (four stars) “I loved this book. It’s
a story rich with humor, pathos, and redemption. What I did
not expect from this memoir was the affection, compassion,
and even reverence that Piper Kerman demonstrates for all
the women she encountered while she was locked away in
jail. I will never forget it.”—Elizabeth Gilbert, author of Eat,
Pray, Love “This book is impossible to put down because
[Kerman] could be you. Or your best friend. Or your
daughter.”—Los Angeles Times “Moving . . . transcends the
memoir genre’s usual self-centeredness to explore how
human beings can always surprise you.”—USA Today “It’s a
compelling awakening, and a harrowing one—both for the
reader and for Kerman.”—Newsweek.com Look for special
features inside. Join the Random House Reader’s Circle for
author chats and more.

Black Heart
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to give her heart to a man she only thought she knew? He
was the most charismatic man I'd ever met. Strong, tough,
brave. Bold as hell. Something told me Tag Barton could
have anything--anyone--he wantedand he wanted me. It
didn't matter that he was wrong for me in practically every
way possible. It didn't matter that my father would hate it. I
couldn't resist him. Even if I'd known who he really was and
what he was really capable of. When he suggested we
pretend to be engaged, I thought he was the answer to all my
problems. He wasn't. And, in his wake, he left nothing but
scorched earth and me, just another casualty of my father's
war. Can I believe him now when he tells me he loves me? Or
is he nothing more than a beautiful, breathtaking lie?

The Black Veins (Anniversary Edition)
Get creative with this super cute Sketchbook. Blank
Sketchbook For Girls, 100 Pages, 6" x 9", For Drawing,
Sketching & Crayon Coloring, Whether it's a beautifully
detailed sketch or a fun doodle drawing, this sketchbook is
the perfect place to create your masterpiece. With this highquality Notebook, you'll definitely turn some heads! Details
Great gift for all occasions. Easily fits in a backpack. tote bag
or purse. 100 pages. 6 inches By 9 Inches. Glossy Paperback
Cover. Get Yours Today!!!!!

Nobody Owns the Sky
Find the natural beauty in yourself in 110 prompts designed to
inspire confidence, reflection, and pride for the many things
that make you, YOU! This sketchbook is not just about
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for girls like us! Features & Highlights: 110 pages for
imaginations to run wild! Confidence-boosting prompts about
body image, self-esteem, careers, family and more! Created
to help girls feel body positive, combat stereotypes and
appreciate the unique features and experiences that make
them individuals. Designed for girls 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14 and
up to 100! What You'll Find Inside: Help your special girl
imagine herself as a queen, warrior, scientist, astronaut and
more with prompts like "Pretend you are a journalist. Write
your current investigation." Encourage her to always see
beauty in herself with prompts like "Draw a picture of a
beautiful scar." Remind her that she is one with nature with
prompts like "Draw yourself as a tree rooted in the earth."
Other prompts include: "Write a list of ingredients to create
you. Draw the label." "Sketch your favorite night scarf or
bonnet." "Draw your hair in a style as tall as a skyscraper." A
great gift for birthdays, graduations, Easter, Valentine's day,
Kwanzaa, Christmas stockings or just because! Finally, a
sketch book just for girls like her!

Black Girl Brown Girl What Do You See
Wolf by Wolf
Part of a small demon lair in Las Vegas, tattooist Harper
Wallis lives a pretty simple life. That changes overnight when
she discovers that her psychic mate, or 'anchor', is a guy
who's rumoured to be the most powerful demon in existence.
Compelling, full of secrets and armed with raw sexuality,
Knox Thorne is determined to claim her as his anchor,
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his bed. She's not so sure she wants either of those things.
No one seems to know what breed of demon Knox is, only
that he's more dangerous than anything she's ever before
encountered. But he refuses to walk away. And when an
unknown danger starts closing in on Harper, it seems that
Knox is the only one who can keep her safe. As Prime of his
Las Vegas lair and a successful businessman, Knox Thorne
is used to being in control. He's also used to people fearing
and obeying him. Harper does neither, which unexpectedly
amuses him. Unpredictable, elusive and complex, she draws
Knox and his inner demon like nothing ever has. Knox is used
to getting what he wants, and he wants Harper. He'll have
her, and he'll keep her safe from the threat that looms over
her. Because Knox protects what's his. He won't allow
anyone to take her from him. Even if it will mean letting the
demon inside him rise and wreak the havoc it was created to
make.

Brave, Not Perfect
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER * Inspired by her popular
TED Talk, the founder and CEO of Girls Who Code urges
women to embrace imperfection and live a bolder, more
authentic life. "A timely message for women of all ages:
Perfection isn't just impossible but, worse, insidious."--Angela
Duckworth, bestselling author of Grit Imagine if you lived
without the fear of not being good enough. If you didn't care
how your life looked on Instagram. If you could let go of the
guilt and stop beating yourself up for making human
mistakes. Imagine if, in every decision you faced, you took
the bolder path? As women, too many of us feel crushed
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scare us, and avoid rejection at all costs. There's a reason we
act this way, Saujani says. As girls, we were taught to play it
safe. Well-meaning parents and teachers praised us for being
quiet and polite, urged us to be careful so we didn't get hurt,
and steered us to activities at which we could shine. As a
result, we grew up to be women who are afraid to fail. It's time
to stop letting our fears drown out our dreams and narrow our
world, along with our chance at happiness. By choosing
bravery over perfection, we can find the power to claim our
voice, to leave behind what makes us unhappy, and to go for
the things we genuinely, passionately want. Perfection may
set us on a path that feels safe, but bravery leads us to the
one we're authentically meant to follow. In Brave, Not
Perfect,Saujani shares powerful insights and practices to help
us let go of our need for perfection and make bravery a
lifelong habit. By being brave, not perfect, we can all become
the authors of our best and most joyful life.

The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies
“Morgan has given an entire generation of black feminists
space and language to center their pleasures alongside their
politics.” —Janet Mock, New York Times bestselling author of
Redefining Realness “All that and then some, Chickenheads
informs and educates, confronts and charms, raises the bar
high by getting down low, and, to steal my favorite Joan
Morgan phrase, bounced me out of the room.” —Marlon
James, Man Booker Prize–winning author of A Brief History of
Seven Killings Still fresh, funny, and irreverent after eighteen
years, When Chickenheads Come Home to Roost gives voice
to the most intimate thoughts of the post-Civil Rights, postPage 21/29
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woman: a complex world in which feminists often have not-soclandestine affairs with the most sexist of men, where women
who treasure their independence frequently prefer men who
pick up the tab, where the deluge of babymothers and
babyfathers reminds black women who long for marriage that
traditional nuclear families are a reality for less than forty
percent of the population, and where black women are forced
to make sense of a world where truth is no longer black and
white but subtle, intriguing shades of gray.

Into the Beautiful North
What story would Eve have told about picking the apple? Why
is Pandora blamed for opening the box? And what about the
fate of Cassandra who was blessed with knowing the future
but cursed so that no one believed her? What if women had
been the storytellers? Elizabeth Lesser believes that if
women’s voices had been equally heard and respected
throughout history, humankind would have followed different
hero myths and guiding stories—stories that value caretaking,
champion compassion, and elevate communication over
vengeance and violence. Cassandra Speaks is about the
stories we tell and how those stories become the culture. It’s
about the stories we still blindly cling to, and the ones that
cling to us: the origin tales, the guiding myths, the religious
parables, the literature and films and fairy tales passed down
through the centuries about women and men, power and war,
sex and love, and the values we live by. Stories written mostly
by men with lessons and laws for all of humanity. We have
outgrown so many of them, and still they endure. This book is
about what happens when women are the storytellers
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about what it means to be human. Lesser has walked two
main paths in her life—the spiritual path and the feminist
one—paths that sometimes cross but sometimes feel at crosspurposes. Cassandra Speaks is her extraordinary merging of
the two. The bestselling author of Broken Open and Marrow,
Lesser is a beloved spiritual writer, as well as a leading
feminist thinker. In this book she gives equal voice to the cool
water of her meditative self and the fire of her feminist self.
With her trademark gifts of both humor and insight, she offers
a vision that transcends the either/or ideologies on both sides
of the gender debate. Brilliantly structured into three distinct
parts, Part One explores how history is carried forward
through the stories a culture tells and values, and what we
can do to balance the scales. Part Two looks at women and
power and expands what it means to be courageous, daring,
and strong. And Part Three offers “A Toolbox for Inner
Strength.” Lesser argues that change in the culture starts with
inner change, and that no one—woman or man—is immune to
the corrupting influence of power. She provides inner tools to
help us be both strong-willed and kind-hearted. Cassandra
Speaks is a beautifully balanced synthesis of storytelling,
memoir, and cultural observation. Women, men and all
people will find themselves in the pages of this book, and will
come away strengthened, opened, and ready to work
together to create a better world for all people.

The Cruel Prince
Based on Mackenzi Lee’s popular weekly Twitter series of
the same name, Bygone Badass Broads features 52
remarkable and forgotten trailblazing women from all over the
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these historic female pioneers. Starting in the fifth century BC
and continuing to the present, the book takes a closer look at
bold and inspiring women who dared to step outside the
traditional gender roles of their time. Coupled with riveting
illustrations and Lee’s humorous and conversational
storytelling style, this book is an outright celebration of the
badass women who paved the way for the rest of us.

Strong Brave Beautiful
In a world where magic thrives in secret city corners, a group
of magicians embark on a road trip-and it's the "no-loveinterest", found family adventure you've been searching for.
Sixteen-year-old Blythe is one of seven Guardians: magicians
powerful enough to cause worldwide panic with a snap of
their fingers. But Blythe spends her days pouring latte art at
her family's coffee shop, so why should she care about
having apocalyptic abilities? She's given a reason when
magician anarchists crash into said coffee shop and kidnap
her family. Heartbroken but determined, Blythe knows she
can't save them alone. A war is brewing between two
magician governments and tensions are too high. So, she
packs up her family's bright yellow Volkswagen, puts on a
playlist, and embarks on a road trip across the United States
to enlist the help of six strangers whose abilities are
unparalleled-the other Guardians. *The Black Veins 2020
Anniversary Edition, with cover by Shazleen Khan

Brave Enough
Niobe struggles between her affections for the Elven boy who
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her would-be foe in a trial by combat where more than love is
at stake.

Bygone Badass Broads
''Black people are not dark-skinned white people,'' says
advertising visionary Tom Burrell. In fact, they are a lot more.
They are survivors of the Middle Passage and centuries of
humiliation and deprivation, who have excelled against the
odds, constantly making a way out of ''no way! '' At this point
in history, the idea of black inferiority should have had a
''Going-Out-of-Business Sale.'' After all, Barack Obama has
reached the Promised Land. Yet, as Brainwashed:
Challenging the Myth of Black Inferiority testifies, too much of
black America is still wandering in the wilderness. In this
powerful examination of ''the greatest propaganda campaign
of all time'' - the masterful marketing of black inferiority Burrell poses 10 provocative questions that will make black
people look in the mirror and ask why, nearly 150 years after
the Emancipation Proclamation, so many blacks still think like
slaves. Brainwashed is not a reprimand; it is a call to
deprogram ourselves of self-defeating attitudes and actions.
Racism is not the issue; how we respond to racism is the
issue. We must undo negative brainwashing and claim a new
state of race-based self-esteem and self-actualization.

#VERYFAT #VERYBRAVE
**Now on Netflix as The Call to Courage** Every time we are
introduced to someone new, try to be creative, or start a
difficult conversation, we take a risk. We feel uncertain and
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Dr Brené Brown challenges everything we think we know
about vulnerability, and dispels the widely accepted myth that
it's a weakness. She argues that, in truth, vulnerability is
strength and when we shut ourselves off from vulnerability from revealing our true selves - we distance ourselves from
the experiences that bring purpose and meaning to our lives.
Daring Greatly is the culmination of 12 years of
groundbreaking social research, across every area of our
lives including home, relationships, work, and parenting. It is
an invitation to be courageous; to show up and let ourselves
be seen, even when there are no guarantees. This is
vulnerability. This is daring greatly.

A Curse So Dark and Lonely
In this riveting, keenly emotional debut fantasy, a Black teen
from Houston has her world upended when she learns about
her godly ancestry and must save both the human and god
worlds. Perfect for fans of Angie Thomas, Tomi Adeyemi, and
The Hunger Games! “Make a way out of no way” is just the
way of life for Rue. But when her mother is shot dead on her
doorstep, life for her and her younger sister changes forever.
Rue's taken from her neighborhood by the father she never
knew, forced to leave her little sister behind, and whisked
away to Ghizon—a hidden island of magic wielders. Rue is the
only half-god, half-human there, where leaders protect their
magical powers at all costs and thrive on human suffering.
Miserable and desperate to see her sister on the anniversary
of their mother’s death, Rue breaks Ghizon’s sacred Do Not
Leave Law and returns to Houston, only to discover that
Black kids are being forced into crime and violence. And her
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mother’s life. Worse still, evidence mounts
that the evil plaguing East Row is the same one that lurks in
Ghizon—an evil that will stop at nothing until it has stolen
everything from her and everyone she loves. Rue must
embrace her true identity and wield the full magnitude of her
ancestors’ power to save her neighborhood before the gods
burn it to the ground.

Better When He's Brave
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of
disciplines present their analyses of Disney movies and
Disney music, which are mainstays of popular culture. The
power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for
academics to question whether Disney’s films and music
function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views
of those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the
Walt Disney Company handles the role of race, gender, and
sexuality in social structural inequality merits serious
reflection according to a number of the articles in the volume.
On the other hand, other authors argue that Disney
productions can help individuals cope with difficult situations
or embrace progressive thinking. The different approaches to
the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary
according to the theoretical perspectives guiding the
interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic meaning in the
movies. The authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to
engage with the material, showcasing a variety of views about
the good, the bad, and the best way forward.
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